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STABILITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL SEDIMENT FLOW 
DOWN AN INCLINED PLANE 
NGUYEN VAN DIEP and DANG HUU CHUNG 
Institute of Mechanics ~ Hanoi 
S'(]M}..f.c·,RY. In thi1> paper the authors have studied the imt;;~.bi!ity of 2-D flow wit.h 
sediment trz.msport, which is based on the generalized diffusion the•)ry. The authors have 
constructed the boundary conditions of the bed concentration and diffusion flux at the free 
gurface for dosing equations system. After that the authors have considered the instability 
and obtained the neutral-curve of stability .in the plane (R, k). The obtained results show 
that if .th€l."e is no suspended sediment, the result will be identical to Chia~Shun Yih's. 
The stability of two-dimensional flow has been studied before. However it was considered 
whether the two dimensional dear flow or sediment How as non-Newtonian fluid, e. g., sediment 
conc.enuation isn't taken into account [1-4]. 
In this paper the authors have studied the instability of suspenOed sediment flow, which i:~ 
based on the generalized diffusion theory for nHlltiphase flow (\ 6j. At bst the neutral-stability 
curve is obtained. If one ignores the sediment concentration, it~s easy t-o obtain again t-he result of 
C. S. Yih [1] 
1. SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
The systen1 of 3-D dimeusionaless equation::; describing the sediment flow for inclined axes 
includes [6]: 
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where p,1 , t111 - quantities averaged over the steady fiow depth H of mixture density, steady flow 
velocity, respectively, v;, J, ~ components of ~ixture velocity and diffusion flux, respectively, 
c- suspended sediment volume concentraton, k, D ~ constant coefficients, R- Reynolds number, 
F- Froude number, p, Pv.> ~ densities of sediment and water, respectively, Jl- viscosity. 
Now we consider the steady How with the following boundary conditions: 
+ At the hard and plane bed Xz = 1: 
tlj = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 
c* uY 4 
c
0 
= ~ + 5(--'-) 
b z w~ ' (1.2) 
where 8 - experin1ent constant, after Frank Engelund 8 = 0.00056, u~ - shear velocity of flow, ~V~ 
- settling velocity of sediment particles, . 
+ At the free surface xz = 0 
Jz = 0. ( l. 3) 
We easily have found solution of (1.1)- (1.3) for steady flow: 
0 '" 0 2 $ v~ = R( !'.;_ + ~- p,xz- 'F ,)/Fz. 
2p,1 6p,1 2pa 6p,l:z;2 
o n 0 Jo k' Jo _ Jl) _ 0 V2 = Vs = ' 1 = · mt' 2 - 3 - ' 
where the subscrits ~' b refer in turn to values a.t the surface a.nd bed. From here we obtain the 
relation of Froude number and Reynolds number: 
0 "' 
Fo - R( P, '!.."_) / 
- 3 + 8 p,, (1.4) 
If one ignores sediment concentration then (1.4) is identical to Chia-Shun Yih's result [1]. 
2. PROBLEM OF DISTURBANCES AND SQUIRE'S THEOREM 
Let's consider ·the 3-D disturbances as cylindrical waves propagating at the angle e to the flow 
direction (2]. Here, the xyz Cartesian coordinates, in which the y axis is directed along the x 2 ._ 
axis and x - axis is orthogonal to the wave front 1 are used instead of x1 x2 x3 . Therefore such 
disturbances have the ferne 
a= ar + iCTi 
with q~' (y) - complex amplitudes, and steady solution of the prin1ary flow becomes: 
Let 
u.O = v~ cos 0, 
J2 = J1) cos 0, 
f=(f,cosB,h,-/rsinB), m=(m1 cos8,mo, -m,sinB). 
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Where q is u, v, w, c, p, i., Jy' and J, in turn. Substituting (2.3) into {1.1) in xyz coordinate 
. . f d' b 1 h 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 Jl J1 J1 . system we obtaJ.Il equations or IStur ances q , ere q lS tJ , v , w ,. c , p , ~, y, :: m turn. 
The boundary conditions for disturbances are the followings: 
+ At the free surface y = <;(x, t) reduced toy= 0: 
cos0p0,R~ au1 8v1 sinOp~R~ Bw1 ==-.:..c.£~+ + 0 +-=0, 
p.F2 fJy fJx = ' p.F2 By 
cotgap?> 1 2 fJv 1 fJ2r _ 
F2pa p + R fJy +8 fJx2 -0, J/; =0, 
+ At the plane hard bed y = 1: 
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(2.4) 
{2.5) 
From the first of disturbance equations it is shown that there exists a fun~tion V;(x, y) such 
that u 1 = fJtjJ v1 = - a.p. We look for the solution of {2.4) in the form: 
fJy ax 
{2.6) 
with q1 = t/J , 92 = c1 , q3 = p 1 , Q4 = J;, q5 = J1~, Q6 = w 1 , q7 = fl 
Substituting {2.6) into the disturbance equations we obtain the differential equattions system: 
{2.7)· 
Here the accents denote differentiation with respect toy. And now the boundary conditons for rf>J 
are 
4>~(1) = 0, </> 1 {1) = 0, </>6 {1) = 0, ¢ 2 {1) = -N¢~(1), 
( 
2 Rp~ cosO) 11 RsinOp~ , k - ,., _ </>,(0) + </>J!O) = 0, F' ¢,(0) + </>o{O) = 0, 
r-ha -ha 
( c~;ap~ + 8k') <f'iQ) + 2Rik 1>~(0) + ¢3(0) = 0, </>s{O) = 0, Pu C1 
a=a-v~(O)cosO, N = 20cos0 RW' 4 F 2 . 
·' 
(2.8) 
It's easily seen that the system of eqs. (2. 7) with the boundary (2.8) is separated into two 
groups, one of which only contains r/.> 1 , <jJ 2 , </J3 , ¢4 , ¢5 . This is related to proble~ in the xy 
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plane with velocity profil~ v?cosB. From here it ia easily proved that it satiafies Squire's theorem. 
Therefore it is enough to consider the two-dimensional one with 8 = 0. Here we have to remark 
that Squire's theorem can be proved only in the case of cylindrical waves. For the general case of 
clear Bow we can see j7]. 
Eliminating unknown functions ¢3, ¢4, ¢5 we obtain two Orr·Sommerfeld equations for rP 1, 
f 2 as follows: 
with 
D"c0 1.? 
d2 = a3 + ---
az 
3. SOLUTION FOR LONG WAVES 
In this ·case k << 1, hence we can look for approximate solution in k as follows: 
For the first approximation we have: 
(2.10) 
(3.1) 
A.t - arbitrary constant, we can choose A4 = 1. If one ignores. sediment concentration then 
O:o = 3/2, identical to the result obtained by Chia-Shun Yih [1]. 
For the second approximation we have: 
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The constants Bi are defined by the following equations: 
(3.2) 
5 R n~ A R" 
" Mn p~an 3 p.cotgo: D--L- + ' --L ' 3
- n~l (n + l){n + 2){n + 3) 6p,. ' 6F2p,c>0 
From tl1e condition of solution existence for (3.2) we have: 
·~ [ R1n. ] 
"' = "'" D3 -D2- 3(F2 _ NR ) , Po. "f (3.3) 
From (3.3) it is easily seen that in the plane (R, k) the neutral,curves include the curve k = 0 
and the one: 
R1D4 D3- Dz- = 0. 3(F2p,- N R't) 
From (3-4) it's easy to follow the critical Reynolds number for stability with 
small suspended sedllueut at free surface: 
R = qEw- (p,. - 1c> )Es 
(p, - 1c• )E1 - r')Eo 
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Fig. 1 
Neutral-stability su.-face wiht p. = O.Olg/ em', kD = O.Olg( crm2 in 3-D space (R, cotga, c') 
From fig. 1 we can see st.ability region in three dimensional space and dependence of Reynolds 
number on the inclined angle a and sediment concentrat.ion. 
When the sediment concentration is very sma.H1 we approximate (3.5) in c"· and obtain the 
condition of stability as follows: 
5-•c [5 1] R < R.- --' -cotga -n + -
- '- 24pw 3'' 2 :S: R,_.j 
p,.p 
~=-­
PwK 
1 K = kD - diffusion coefficient 
Hone ignores sediment, it's easy to obtain again the result. of Chia-Shun Yih [1]. From 
numerical and analytical solutions for Raynolds number we can see that the sediment How is more 
unstable than the clear one. . 
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4. DISCUSSION 
Based on generalized diffusion theory the two-dimensional model of suspended sedirrfent trans-
port as well as the boundary conditions of bed concentration and diffusion ~ux at free surface has 
been constructed. On this model the 2-D problem of disturbances has been studied. At last it is 
obtained flow stability condition for Reynolds according to sediment concentration. From obtained 
results it's shown that disturbances of suspended sedin1-ent flow are nwre unstable. If one ignores 
sediment then the Cl1ia-Shun Yih's result [1] is obtained again. 
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,J J ' ' ..... ' ' ON DJNH CUA DONG CHAY HAI CHIEU MANG BUN CAT 
Trang 1:-ai bio n3y dLc tic gi! d5. nghien cti-u s-.;r &n d~nh nh dOng chiy hai chi€u mang bUn 
cit tren n1~t phing uln1 nghieng. H~ plurang trinh toin h\)c mO d. dOng chiy dm!c tlm nh~n dt;ra 
theo l:Y thuyet khuyech tin suy r{mg; cic di€u ki~n bi€n tr€n diy vi tren mZlt thoftng d5 drrqc x5.y 
dl{"Hg. f)fi thu nh~n drrqc h~ phucmg trinh d6ng kin dU cte nghien c{nl blli toin On d~nh. D!-nh IY 
Squire di dtrq-c chi ra, cho phep chi cln nghi€n c&u s~: ph <it trie'n c•la c:ic kich d9ng hai chieu t.rong 
b3.i toin 6n d!nh. DOi v&i cic kich d1~mg d~ng s6ng dJ.i, pht.rO'Tig trlnh Orr- Sommedeld di drrcrc 
khio sit sO vi khio sit gi!ri tich (khi cic n5ng d{> bUn cit be}. Da chi ra ding bUn cit la hi-ng Ia~ 
dOng chly s6m m5t 6n d!nh so v&:i tru·Cmg hqp khOng c6 bUn cit. 
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